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Instructions:1) Solve any two questions
2) All question carry equal marks
Q1
A

Credit
Point
04

Read the passage and answer the question.
The Titanic was a huge passenger ship. It was provided with all
possible luxuries and comforts. It was on its first voyage to America.
There were 2200 passengers on board. The sea was calm. The ship was
moving at its normal speed. Around midnight there was an alarm call
from the bridge of the ship. The man on duty had sighted

an iceberg

ahead. The captain ordered his men to change the course of the ship.
But before his order could be carried out, the Titanic had collided
against the huge iceberg. It was a fatal blow, ice fell all over the decks
of the ship and burst into six o

f the watertight compartments. The

Titanic which enjoyed the reputation of being unsinkable was sinking
now.
01

1. What was Titanic?
a) Titanic was a huge cargo ship. b) The Titanic was a small passenger
bus. c) Titanic was a place in America. d) Titanic was a huge passenger
ship.
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2. What reputation did Titanic enjoy?
a) Sinking now (b) Sinkable (c) Unsinkable (d) Huge passenger ship
3. How many passengers were there and where was the Titanic going?
a) 2200, America

b) 2200, Australia
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c) 1200, America

d) 1500, Antartica
4. Choose the alternative most opposite (antonym) to the word fatal.
a) Deadly

b) Destructive c) Beneficial d) Lethal

01

B

Explain the definition of communication?

03

C

Explain in brief compulsory elements in structure of business

03

correspondence in general
Q2
A

04

Fill in the blanks with articles, a / an / the in following passage.
As I walked near ------ forest. I saw ---------- lioness walking towards --------group of trees ---------- little later, I saw ---------- few of her cubs
come out and enjoy ---------- sunshine, I ad such ---------- enjoyable time
watching them that that I never realized how swiftly ---------- time has
passed.

B

Highlight the important of communication skills?

03

C

Explain in brief optional elements in structure of business

03

correspondence in general
Q3
A
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Use correct from of the verb:
Nargis ---------- her finger while she ---------- potatoes. (cut, cut)
Salim ---------- his pen while he ---------- in garden (lose, play)
Marry ---------- the road when John ---------- her (cross, meet)

01
01
01
01

We ---------- to the radio when the door bell ---------- (Listen, ring)
B

Highlight the important of communication skills?

03

C

Write down formal report on college youth festival.

03

(1) Write down any 2 suffix of

04

Q4
A

a) Child……… b) Work ………c) Taste ………. d) Like …………
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(2) Write down any 2 Prefixes of
a) Cultural ………b) Space ………c) Market ……d) Word ………
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B

Explain the elements of research papers.

03

C

What is the Layout of Business Letter?
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